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Dear Fellow Investor,

If you’re reading these words, chances are you’ve heard about these newfangled things called 

exchange-traded funds, or ETFs. They’ve sucked in one and a half trillion dollars over the  

past five years. You have questions. What exactly is an ETF? How do ETFs work? Are they really 

as tax-efficient as reputed?

This guide is for the time-strapped investor. It is not a comprehensive primer on investing. 

Mastering the intricacies of ETFs without understanding valuation, market history, and psychology 

is putting the cart before the horse. It’s more important to get the basics down before you  

move on to the next step. If this describes you, put this guide down and read “The Investor’s 

Manifesto” by William Bernstein and the annual shareholder letters of Warren Buffett.

This is not a manual on how to beat the market with ETFs. There is a lot of nonsense floating 

around about how just about anyone can beat the markets trading ETFs. For most investors, 

the highest and best use of ETFs is to obtain passive exposures to the market. Forget about the 

supposed benefits of being able to dart in and out of the markets. That’s a surefire way to lose 

money. Sensible ETF investing is about keeping costs down, tax efficiency, and diversification. 

Not exciting, but the tried-and-true things rarely are.
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Before we get into the dirty details of exchange-
traded funds, let’s take a step back. Why do you want 
to invest in them? If you’re expecting a how-to on 
trading ETFs, throw this guide into the garbage bin. 
But before you do, we think it’s a bad idea because: 
Markets are hard to beat. Most who try will fail, once 
all costs are taken into account. Not half. Not even 
two thirds. A good case can be made that the figure 
is closer to 99%. 

For every dollar traded, one side is likely to come out 
ahead. While the economy as a whole tends to  
grow, driving up asset values, the growth is divvied 
up through a zero-sum game we call the financial 
markets. Some assume that an above-average level  
of skill can put you ahead. However, good investors 
tend to control a disproportionate amount of capital. 
Warren Buffett, for example, controls hundreds of 
billions of dollars and regularly makes billion-dollar 
trades. For Buffett to reap above-average returns,  
the thousands of investors opposite of his trades had 
to lose. Investing is like a tournament. There are a few 
big winners and lots of small losers. Ray Dalio, 
founder of the hugely successful Bridgewater Associ-
ates, has this to say about the prospect of beating  
the markets:

“We have 1,500 people…We spend hundreds of 
millions of dollars on research and so on, we’ve been 
doing this for 37 years, and we don’t know that  
we’re going to win. If you’re going to come to the 
poker table, you’re going to have to beat me, and 
you’re going to have to beat those who take money.”

Warren Buffett has long advocated passive investing 
for the majority of investors. He said, “If you buy  

equities across the board–which means an index 
fund—and you do it over time…that’s probably the 
best investment that most people can make.”

We’re not saying it’s impossible to beat the market. 
However, for the typical investor, using ETFs is not 
the best way to go about it. ETFs provide exposure  
to broad, liquid asset classes. Trying to earn substan-
tial above-market returns with them is kind of like 
trying to score points in the NBA. A better idea is to 
play in the peewee leagues, where your competi- 
tion is less informed. This could include less-liquid, 
obscure opportunities such as corporate actions  
in pink sheets and micro-cap stocks, closed-end 
funds, and so forth–areas where the level of play is 
much lower. 

It’s probably close to impossible to beat the market  
with ETFs through day trading. The level of play in 
high-frequency strategies is impossibly high. Math 
geniuses with supercomputers and low-latency  
data feeds spend their waking hours dreaming up 
ways to identify and exploit fleeting market arbi-
trages. They have nearly insurmountable advantages 
in resources, time, and cost efficiencies.

The highest and best use of ETFs is to obtain passive 
exposure to markets and reap the rewards for bear-
ing risk. It’s about low cost, transparency, and getting 
your fair share of capitalism’s growth. Don’t throw 
that all that away on a vague, ill-founded belief in 
your ability to beggar thy neighbor. K

Pipe Dreams
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Exchange-traded funds, a motley bunch, share three 
qualities: they’re pooled investment vehicles, their 
shares trade on stock exchanges, and they have a 
daily share creation and redemption mechanism. An 
ETF can be thought of as a mutual fund whose shares 
happen to trade on stock exchanges.

The biggest ETFs are passive investments, which 
merely try to replicate the behavior of a market or 
market segment. The biggest ETF, SPDR S&P 500 SPY, 
tracks the S&P 500 index. In recent years, quasi-active 
index strategies—which Morningstar refers to as stra-
tegic beta—as well as full-blown active ETFs have 
gained traction, but they’re still small.

The ETF bears a strong resemblance to the closed- 
end fund, or CEF, which raises a fixed amount of 
capital in an initial public offering. CEFs have a net 
asset value, or “fair value”: what the CEF could 
disburse to its investors if it liquidated all its assets 
and paid off all its liabilities. Because CEF shares 
trade on exchanges, their prices often deviate from 
their NAVs. CEFs sometimes undertake actions to 
close the gap between NAV and market price, but 
such actions must be initiated by the board of direc-
tors. ETFs, on the other hand, create and redeem 
shares at NAV at the end of each trading day, just like 
mutual funds. The daily share creation/redemption 
mechanism makes ETFs unique. 

ETFs don’t create and redeem shares for just anyone. 
They’ll only do it for designated institutions called 
authorized participants, and only in big blocks, usually 

a multiple of 50,000 shares, called creation units.   
APs don’t do this out of charity. They get paid to do 
so, but the process is rather roundabout. 

The AP is like an entrepreneur and the ETF a factory. 
The entrepreneur can buy widgets (stocks) according 
to a specified formula and send them to the factory 
(the ETF) for assembly into machines (ETF shares). 
Alternatively, he can buy machines and send them to 
the factory for disassembly into widgets. If it takes 500 
widgets to make a machine, he can compute the total 
price of those 500 widgets and compare it to  
the price of a completed machine. 

When there’s an imbalance between the two prices, 
he has an arbitrage opportunity: buy whatever’s 
cheaper and sell whatever’s more expensive. If the 
widgets are cheaper, he can buy them up, send  
them to the factory for assembly into machines, and 
sell them on for a tidy profit. If the machines are 
cheaper, he can buy them up, send them to the factory 
for disassembly, and sell the parts for a profit. 

Naturally, in order for this process to work, ETFs are 
required to disclose all their holdings daily.

Consider the SPDR S&P 500 ETF SPY, which owns 
the 500 stocks in the S&P 500 in the same proportions 
as the index.  When SPY’s market price is at a big 
enough premium to NAV, an AP will purchase all the 
constituent stocks of the S&P 500 in the portions spec-
ified by the ETF, assemble them into a creation basket, 
and hand it over the ETF in exchange for newly 
created SPY shares. The AP will then sell the shares 
for a profit, and in doing so drive down the fund’s 
premium. The creation/redemption mechanism works 
in reverse when the ETF trades at a big  
enough discount.

The ETF Structure

Highlighted words can be found 
in the Glossary of Important Terms
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The process occurs in-kind, a sort of modern-day 
barter. For all its complexity, it has its advantages. 
First of all, it’s a very fair arrangement. Traditional 
mutual funds internalize the costs that entering or 
exiting investors impose on the funds’ current share-
holders. It’s galling that a loyal fund shareholder  
can end up with a huge tax bill at year-end because 
other investors sold out. If you’re the buy-and-hold 
type who doesn’t enjoy subsidizing panicky investors, 
ETFs are a godsend. The costs of creating or re- 
deeming new ETF shares are borne by entering or 
exiting shareholders.

The real benefit shows up at tax time. The Internal 
Revenue Service doesn’t tax in-kind transactions, so 
ETF share redemptions don’t sock current investors 
with nasty tax consequences. As a kicker, ETFs can 
pick the lowest-cost tax lots when fulfilling redemp-
tion requests and purge themselves of embedded 
capital gains. This, in addition to the low-turnover 
nature of passive investing, is why many ETFs rarely 
distribute capital gains at the end of the year. K
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Like any stock, an exchange-traded fund has two 
prices: a bid and an ask, the prices at which you can 
sell and buy shares, respectively. The difference 
between the two is called the bid-ask spread, or 
spread. It is the transaction cost of buying then  
immediately selling a security (a round-trip trade).  
The spread compensates market-makers for the  
costs and risks they bear for keeping shares on hand.

In general, the narrower the spread, the more liquid 
an ETF is said to be. Liquidity is the ability of an  
asset to be traded without significantly moving the 
price and with minimal loss of value.

All but the most-liquid ETFs should be traded with 
limit orders, which specify a transaction price. 
Because of the in-kind creation/redemption mecha-
nism discussed earlier, the true liquidity of an ETF  
is not determined by its asset size or its secondary-
market trading volume, but the liquidity of its under-
lying holdings. However, much of that liquidity may 
not be visible in the order book, which lists the 
number of shares and prices investors are willing to 
transact in a security at a given time. A limit order will 
often draw out hidden liquidity, making it cheaper to 
transact the ETF than the order book implies.

Horrible things can happen if you use market orders. 
They can “eat through” the order book of a less- 
liquid ETF before market-makers can react, creating 
big price swings. ETFs can also experience rare  

“flash crashes,” where their prices suddenly drop due 
to the withdrawal of liquidity by market-makers.

A useful piece of information for trading less-liquid 
ETFs is the intraday indicative value, or IIV. The 
exchange broadcasts every 15 seconds a current esti-
mate of the ETF’s net asset value. It can often be 
found by appending “.IV” to an ETF’s ticker symbol. 
For example, SPY’s IIV ticker is SPY.IV. 

This is not to be confused with the ETF’s official  
net asset value, which is struck at the end of each 
trading day.

The IIV is most informative when the ETF owns liquid 
assets traded throughout the day, such as U.S. stocks. 
The IIV is often misleading for international ETFs, 
because it’s calculated by taking the latest closing 
prices of the ETF’s securities and then applying a 
currency adjustment. Many times the “fair value” of 
international securities will change in response to 
news that occurs after local trading hours. Likewise, 
the IIV can be misleading for ETFs invested in less-
liquid assets, such as junk bonds or municipal bonds, 
which don’t trade often. During times of market 
stress, estimated prices of these less-liquid assets 
can diverge dramatically from the actual price  
investors are willing to pay for them. The IIV is best 
used as a sanity check.

The bottom line is simple: In all but the most-liquid 
ETFs (say, top 10 by assets or trading volume),  
always use limit orders. For smaller U.S. equity ETFs, it 
may be a good idea to check the IIV. K

How to Trade ETFs

Highlighted words can be found 
in the Glossary of Important Terms
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Fees deserve a good amount of thought. Most inves-
tors focus on the prospectus net expense ratio,  
the annual percentage fee on assets that a fund is 
expected to pay over the coming year. It’s a good 
guide. Over the long run, well-constructed ETFs lag 
their benchmarks at an annualized rate close to  
their expense ratio. This is especially true for ETFs 
that track liquid markets, like U.S. stocks and Trea- 
suries. However, the expense ratio is an incomplete 
measure of total cost. It’s a floor, not a ceiling.

While there are several types of hidden costs, the 
most insidious and biggest of them is undoubtedly 
market impact. It can be many multiples of a fund’s 
stated expense ratio. Market impact is the adverse 
price change that arises from a trade. There is no  
way to detect market impact costs by comparing a 
fund’s performance with its benchmark.

To understand this corrosive cost, let’s begin with a 
basic fact: Almost all indexes periodically reconstitute 
their holdings. Firms go bust, new ones appear, and 
they all change in character over time. Indexes must 
publicly release any changes to their holdings in order 
to be investable. Most indexes have sharp cutoff dates 
on which they add or delete holdings.

Imagine you are managing hundreds of billions of 
dollars. Would you be comfortable doing the same 
thing, announcing that on a certain day you’re going 
to buy or sell billions of dollars of a stock, regard- 
less of price? It would be a nightmare. Clever traders 
would jump ahead of your announced trades.

That’s exactly what happens with the most popular 
index funds. According to S&P Dow Jones Indices, 
an estimated $2.2 trillion of assets are dedicated to 
tracking the S&P 500 as of this writing in March 
2018. This means that whenever S&P adds or deletes 
a stock from the index, a portion of that huge pile  
of money will buy or sell the stock on the same day, 
near the same time. A stock worth 1% of the index 
getting kicked out means about $22 billion worth of 
the stock will ultimately be sold by funds tracking the 
index. The process works in reverse: When a stock is 
added to the index, some portion of that huge pile  
of money is going to buy that stock on the same day, 
again, heedless of price.

However, because the S&P 500 mostly holds liquid, 
large-cap U.S. equities, the market impact is relatively 
modest. Historical estimates of this market-impact  
cost ranges from 0.03% to 0.28% annualized.1,2 There’s 
some uncertainty to this figure because it depends  
on your assumptions of when market impact shows up.

Some clever index fund managers take advantage  
of this phenomenon by buying stocks before the offi-
cial add date, and delay selling stocks until after  
the official delete date. Why don’t all fund managers 
do this? Their mandate is to track the index. Any  
deviations, even if they might add value, might incur 
tracking error, and too much of that earns the man-
ager a pink slip. Most index fund managers play it 
safe and let their investors eat market-impact costs.

The S&P 500 is unusual among large-cap equity 
indexes. Most don’t incur such market-impact costs 
because the money tracking them is tiny in relation  
to the market’s liquidity. However, when the market 
becomes less liquid, it takes less money tracking  
an index to produce adverse market impact.

How Much Does That ETF Really Cost?
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Two of the worst offenders are the Russell 2000  
and the S&P GSCI, both popular benchmarks for their 
respective asset classes.

The Russell 2000 is probably the most widely 
followed U.S. small-cap equity index. Unfortunately, 
studies indicate that historically the index lost 
anywhere from 0.38% to 1.84% annualized. 3,4 The 
impact is severe because the index owns lots of micro-
cap stocks and trades them in a completely trans-
parent, mechanical fashion. Each year in May traders 
can use these rules to get a good idea on which stocks 
will get added or deleted to the index. They front-run 
the index funds’ trades, which occur  
on the last trading day in June.

Likewise, the S&P GSCI is the gorilla of broad  
commodity benchmarks. Each month the GSCI “rolls” 
some of its contracts, selling expiring futures for 
further-dated ones. This regular event is a feeding 
frenzy for traders. One estimate of the GSCI’s market-
impact cost puts it at a whopping 3.6% annualized 
from 2000 to 2010. 5

There are two ways to sidestep these costs. One is  
to buy total stock market funds like Vanguard Total 
Stock Market VTI. The other is to avoid owning funds 
that track the most popular indexes. It pays to be 

unconventional even with something as boring as 
index funds. K

1, 3 Honghui Chen, Gregory Noronha, and Vijay Singal, “Index Changes 
and Losses to Investors in S&P 500 and Russell 2000 Index Funds,” 
working paper, Sep. 2005. 
 
2 , 4 Antti Petajisto, “The Index Premium and Its Hidden Cost for Index 
Funds,” Journal of Empirical Finance, 2011. 
 
5 Yiqun Mou, “Limits to Arbitrage and Commodity Index Investment: 
Front-Running the Goldman Roll,” working paper, 2010.
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In late November 2016, Morningstar unveiled its 
Analyst Ratings for more than 250 exchange-traded 
funds listed around the world, including just over  
100 U.S.-listed funds. As of the end of January 2018, 
this coverage was expanded to include 208 ETFs repre-
senting 75% of the $3.65 trillion invested in U.S.- 
listed ETFS. This guide will help you better understand 
how our rating works including a listing of the latest 
medalist-rated ETFs.

Background

The Analyst Rating—which follows a Gold, Silver, 
Bronze, Neutral, and Negative scale—is forward-
looking. It expresses our analysts’ conviction in  
a fund’s ability to beat its peers, after accounting  
for fees and risk, through a market cycle. Using  
the Analyst Rating, Morningstar believes investors  
can make sounder decisions about which ETFs to  
choose or avoid.

Because the Analyst Rating Morningstar assigns  
to ETFs follows the same methodology that it uses  
to assign ratings to traditional mutual funds,  
it should also make it easier for investors to compare 
ETFs against relevant mutual funds. That practice has 
grown more commonplace in recent years as ETFs 
have become more widely available and the popularity 
of low-cost, passive funds has taken hold. 

A Rating With Purpose

The purpose of Morningstar’s qualitative, analyst-
driven research on funds is to identify those funds  
that it believes should be able to outperform  
a relevant peer group, within the context of the level 
of risk taken, over a market cycle.

The pillars of the analysis are the same whether rating 
an index-tracking ETF or an actively managed  
fund: People, Process, Performance, Parent, and Price. 
However, their relative impact on the overall assess-
ment of a fund differs somewhat when it comes to 
analyzing and rating ETFs.

Keeping costs—both explicit (the ETF’s expense ratio) 
and implicit (the cost of portfolio turnover)—at  
a minimum is paramount in the context of running an 
index-tracking fund. As such, it should come as  
no surprise that the top-rated ETFs are not only among 
the lowest-cost options in their Morningstar  
Categories when compared with their actively 
managed peers, but also against other passive funds.

Morningstar also closely scrutinizes an ETF’s perfor-
mance relative to peers in its category. And, as part of 
the Process Pillar assessment, an ETF’s underlying 
benchmark is carefully analyzed to understand how 
the portfolio is built and maintained, as well as the 
techniques that the ETF’s managers employ to track 
the index with precision.

Stewardship also plays a vital role. Parent firms that 
put investors’ interests ahead of commercial goals  
and that align fund managers’ incentives accordingly 
tend to be favored. The skills and experience of  
the people managing the ETF are an important factor 
in the analysis. In the management of ETFs, every 
0.01% of performance counts, so it is vital to have  
a seasoned team in place. Thus, these matters  
are evaluated as part of the People Pillar assessment. 

In sum, the Morningstar Medalist ratings are  
reserved for those low-cost ETFs that we believe will 
tightly track a sensibly constructed index over a  
long time frame. ETFs that are backed by experienced 
managers and sponsored by firms that are good  
stewards of investors’ capital are favored as these 
attributes are likeliest to translate to outperformance 
when compared with a relevant peer group over  
a market cycle.

Morningstar Analyst Rating for ETFs
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Let’s take a look at how Morningstar scrutinizes  
each of the five pillars that underlie our ratings in 
more detail. The snapshot shows the distribution  
of the 200-plus ratings Morningstar has assigned to 
U.S.-listed ETFs. 

People 

It’s a mistake to assume that management doesn’t 
matter when it comes to index funds and ETFs.  
Skillful managers and traders stand a better chance of 
tracking their benchmark over time, and they are 
better equipped to cope with challenging conditions. 
As is the case with active funds, Morningstar prefers 
teams with long track records. Teams that have run 
index funds and ETFs for several years—whether with 
their current firm or with a prior one—will generally 
earn higher marks than those who are relatively new 
to the job. Similarly, Morningstar prefers teams that 
focus solely on running index funds and ETFs treating 
it as a core competency rather than a sideline. 

Just as with active funds, teams that manage index 
funds and ETFs get credit if they invest in their funds. 
It signals their commitment to the overall philosophy 
of indexing. That said, it is important to recognize that 
index fund and ETF managers are unique from their 
peers overseeing active funds. The fact that members 
of teams managing index funds and/or ETFs are not 
as highly compensated as are managers of active 
funds, and that they tend to manage a relatively larger 
number of funds, somewhat diminishes the impor-
tance of coinvestment. As such, a more holistic 
assessment is made of these managers’ compensa-
tion and how it aligns their interests with those of 
fund shareholders. 

Process: Portfolio Construction 

Our analysis of index funds’ and ETFs’ process focuses 
on the construction of these funds’ underlying bench-
marks and the systems and portfolio-management 
techniques their sponsors have put in place to achieve 
high-fidelity tracking of said benchmarks. As such,  

our assessment of these funds’ process spills over into 
understanding the capabilities of the index provider  
as well. In all matters related to process, Morningstar 
places a premium on transparency and independence. 

In the case of index funds and ETFs, much of  
their portfolio construction and management process  
is defined by the methodology of their benchmark 
indexes. Morningstar closely examines these funds’ 
underlying indexes to understand what their rules will 
ultimately yield in terms of the risk/reward profile of  
the resulting portfolio, its representativeness  
of the opportunity set available to active managers 
within a fund’s respective category, the potential for 
concentration risks, the existence of embedded active 
bets (that is, strategic beta), and considerations of 
portfolio turnover. 

Process: Portfolio Management 

After examining process as defined by the makeup  
of an index fund’s or ETF’s underlying benchmark,  
let’s move on to understanding how these funds’ 
managers set about tracking their indexes. For these 
funds’ managers, tight tracking is a never-ending  
task that involves numerous trade-offs and  
requires, among other things, robust systems and  
a capable team. 

Parent 

Morningstar’s Parent rating for index funds and ETFs 
is identical to that for actively managed funds from 
the same parent firm. This is because our parent-level 
assessment takes a holistic view of an asset manag-
er’s operations, culture, fees, and so on. 

Performance 

Morningstar examines index mutual funds’  
and ETFs’ performance through two separate lenses. 
We first assess these funds’ performance relative  
to their peers in their respective categories. We then 
focus on tracking efficiency. High-fidelity tracking 
performance is requisite for index-tracking funds. 
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Our analysts view index funds and ETFs as valid alter-
natives to actively managed funds. Reasonably priced 
index funds and ETFs can be tough competition for 
active managers. Studies have shown that many 
active managers, particularly those burdened by high 
fees, have a tough time beating inexpensive index 
funds and ETFs over time. As such, competitively 
priced index funds and ETFs that track broad-based 
benchmarks representative of the opportunity set 
available to their active category peers will generally 
earn high marks for performance. 

Price

The premise of indexing is predicated on low costs,  
so this is a key pillar in Morningstar’s analysis of index 
funds and ETFs. To succeed, index funds and ETFs 
must have a substantial cost advantage over 
competing active funds. The best index funds and 
ETFs are often the cheapest, so we favor funds that 
have lower expense ratios over other index funds and 
ETFs in the same category. Where applicable, we 
include other less-visible costs in our assessment of 
fees. Examples of such costs include acquired fund 
fees and swap costs. 

The Tally 

The Morningstar Medalist universe represents some 
of the largest, most broadly diversified, and lowest-
cost funds—many of which are backed by top-rated 
stewards of fund shareholders’ capital. But indexing is 
not always a prudent strategy,  particularly when ETFs 
and index funds fail to deliver on the key principles 
that have driven much of their success: low costs and 

broad diversification. Many of the funds in our rated 
universe fall short on one or both measures. This is 
reflected in the fact that about one fourth of the funds 
in our initial rated universe have received a Neutral 
rating, while one fund has been rated Negative.

Conclusion

Most investors do not have a black-or-white, active-or-
passive view of the world. In fact, many are becoming 
increasingly strategy- and vehicle-agnostic, looking  
to select best-of-breed approaches to portfolio 
construction irrespective of where they are located on 
the active-passive continuum or whether they’re a 
fund or ETF. They are simply looking to select the type 
of vehicle that best meets their needs. This is 
evidenced by the continued growth of assets under 
management in ETFs around the world.

By incorporating ETFs into our Analyst Rating  
framework, Morningstar is leveling the field to help 
investors to pick the best funds from an ever-
expanding list of choices. K

A Look at Our Universe of Rated ETFs

Morningstar Analyst Rating # of Rated ETFs % of Rated Universe

Œ 21 10.1

• 55 26.4

´ 81 38.9

  ‰ 49 23.6

¨ 1 0.5

Ø 1 0.5

     Total 208

Source: Morningstar Direct. Ratings as of Jan 31, 2018.
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Morningstar Medalist ETFS:  •

Name Ticker Morningstar Category

iShares Core S&P US Value ETF IUSV Large Value

Schwab US Dividend Equity ETF™ SCHD Large Value

Schwab US Large-Cap Value ETF™ SCHV Large Value

SPDR® S&P Dividend ETF SDY Large Value

Vanguard High Dividend Yield ETF VYM Large Value

Vanguard Mega Cap Value ETF MGV Large Value

Vanguard Value ETF VTV Large Value

iShares Edge MSCI Min Vol USA ETF USMV Large Blend

iShares Edge MSCI USA Quality Factor ETF QUAL Large Blend

iShares Russell 1000 ETF IWB Large Blend

iShares Russell 3000 ETF IWV Large Blend

Vanguard Mega Cap ETF MGC Large Blend

iShares Core S&P US Growth ETF IUSG Large Growth

iShares Edge MSCI USA Momentum Fctr ETF MTUMLarge Growth

Schwab US Large-Cap Growth ETF™ SCHG Large Growth

Vanguard Growth ETF VUG Large Growth

Vanguard Mega Cap Growth ETF MGK Large Growth

Vanguard Mid-Cap Value ETF VOE Mid-Cap Value

iShares Russell Mid-Cap ETF IWR Mid-Cap Blend

SPDR® S&P MidCap 400 ETF MDY Mid-Cap Blend

Vanguard Mid-Cap Growth ETF VOT Mid-Cap Growth

Vanguard Small-Cap Value ETF VBR Small Value

Vanguard Small-Cap Growth ETF VBK Small Growth

Vanguard Real Estate ETF VNQ Real Estate

iShares MBS ETF MBB Intermediate Gov’t

Morningstar Medalist ETFS:  Œ

Name Ticker Morningstar Category

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF IVV Large Blend

iShares Core S&P Total US Stock Mkt ETF ITOT Large Blend

Schwab US Broad Market ETF™ SCHB Large Blend

Schwab US Large-Cap ETF™ SCHX Large Blend

SPDR® S&P 500 ETF SPY Large Blend

Vanguard Dividend Appreciation ETF VIG Large Blend

Vanguard Large-Cap ETF VV Large Blend

Vanguard S&P 500 ETF VOO Large Blend

Vanguard Total Stock Market ETF VTI Large Blend

iShares Core S&P Mid-Cap ETF IJH Mid-Cap Blend

Schwab US Mid-Cap ETF™ SCHM Mid-Cap Blend

Vanguard Extended Market ETF VXF Mid-Cap Blend

Vanguard Mid-Cap ETF VO Mid-Cap Blend

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF IJR Small Blend

Schwab US Small-Cap ETF™ SCHA Small Blend

Vanguard Small-Cap ETF VB Small Blend

PIMCO Enhanced Short Maturity Active ETF MINT Ultrashort Bond

Vanguard Short-Term Infl-Prot Secs ETF VTIP Infltn-Protected Bnd

iShares Core MSCI Total Intl Stk ETF IXUS Foreign Large Blend

Vanguard FTSE All-Wld ex-US ETF VEU Foreign Large Blend

Vanguard Total International Stock ETF VXUS Foreign Large Blend

Morningstar Medalist ETFS:  •

Name Ticker Morningstar Category

Vanguard Intmdt-Term Trs ETF VGIT Intermediate Gov’t

Vanguard Mortgage-Backed Secs ETF VMBS Intermediate Gov’t

Schwab Short-Term US Treasury ETF™ SCHO Short Government

Vanguard Short-Term Treasury ETF VGSH Short Government

iShares TIPS Bond ETF TIP Infltn-Protected Bnd

Schwab US TIPS ETF™ SCHP Infltn-Protected Bnd

SPDR® Blmbg Barclays TIPS ETF IPE Infltn-Protected Bnd

Vanguard Long-Term Bond ETF BLV Long-Term Bond

iShares Core Total USD Bond Market ETF IUSB Intermdt-Term Bnd

iShares Core US Aggregate Bond ETF AGG Intermdt-Term Bnd

Schwab US Aggregate Bond ETF™ SCHZ Intermdt-Term Bnd

SPDR® Portfolio Aggregate Bond ETF SPAB Intermdt-Term Bnd

Vanguard Interm-Term Bond ETF BIV Intermdt-Term Bnd

Vanguard Total Bond Market ETF BND Intermdt-Term Bnd

Vanguard Short-Term Bond ETF BSV Short-Term Bond

Vanguard Short-Term Corporate Bond ETF VCSH Short-Term Bond

SPDR® Portfolio Interm Term Corp Bd ETF SPIB Corporate Bond

Vanguard Interm-Term Corp Bd ETF VCIT Corporate Bond

Vanguard Long-Term Corporate Bd ETF VCLT Corporate Bond

Vanguard Total International Bond ETF BNDX World Bond

Vanguard Tax-Exempt Bond ETF VTEB Muni Nat’l Interm

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF IEFA Foreign Large Blend

iShares Edge MSCI Min Vol EAFE ETF EFAV Foreign Large Blend

Schwab International Equity ETF™ SCHF Foreign Large Blend

Vanguard FTSE Developed Markets ETF VEA Foreign Large Blend

Vanguard FTSE All-Wld ex-US SmCp ETF VSS Forgn Sm/Mid Blend

iShares Edge MSCI Min Vol Global ETF ACWV World Large Stock

Vanguard Total World Stock ETF VT World Large Stock

iShares Edge MSCI Min Vol Emerg Mkts ETF EEMV Diversfd Emrg Mkts

iShares Core MSCI Europe ETF IEUR Europe Stock

Vanguard FTSE Europe ETF VGK Europe Stock

Morningstar Medalist ETFS:  ´

Name Ticker Morningstar Category

FlexShares Quality Dividend ETF QDF Large Value

iShares Russell 1000 Value ETF IWD Large Value

iShares S&P 500 Value ETF IVE Large Value

iShares Edge MSCI Multifactor USA ETF LRGF Large Value

iShares Edge MSCI USA Value Factor ETF VLUE Large Value

PowerShares FTSE RAFI US 1000 ETF PRF Large Value

PowerShares S&P 500® High Div Low VolETF SPHD Large Value

PowerShares S&P 500 Low Volatility ETF SPLV Large Value

Schwab Fundamental US Large Co. ETF FNDX Large Value

WisdomTree US LargeCap Dividend ETF DLN Large Value

Goldman Sachs ActiveBeta® US LgCp Eq ETF GSLC Large Blend

Guggenheim S&P 500® Equal Weight ETF RSP Large Blend

iShares S&P 100 ETF OEF Large Blend

PowerShares S&P 500® Quality ETF SPHQ Large Blend

WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Gr ETF DGRW Large Blend
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Source: Morningstar Direct. Ratings as of February 28, 2018 and are subject 

to change.

Morningstar Medalist ETFS:  ´

Name Ticker Morningstar Category

iShares Russell 1000 Growth ETF IWF Large Growth

iShares S&P 500 Growth ETF IVW Large Growth

Vanguard S&P 500 Growth ETF VOOG Large Growth

iShares Russell Mid-Cap Value ETF IWS Mid-Cap Value

iShares S&P Mid-Cap 400 Value ETF IJJ Mid-Cap Value

WisdomTree US MidCap Dividend ETF DON Mid-Cap Value

WisdomTree US MidCap Earnings ETF EZM Mid-Cap Blend

iShares Russell Mid-Cap Growth ETF IWP Mid-Cap Growth

iShares S&P Mid-Cap 400 Growth ETF IJK Mid-Cap Growth

iShares S&P Small-Cap 600 Value ETF IJS Small Value

PowerShares S&P SmallCap Low Volatil ETF XSLV Small Value

WisdomTree US SmallCap Dividend ETF DES Small Value

iShares Russell 2000 ETF IWM Small Blend

PowerShares FTSE RAFI US 1500 Sm-Mid ETF PRFZ Small Blend

Schwab Fundamental US Small Co. ETF FNDA Small Blend

Vanguard Russell 2000 ETF VTWO Small Blend

iShares Russell 2000 Growth ETF IWO Small Growth

iShares S&P Small-Cap 600 Growth ETF IJT Small Growth

SPDR® Dow Jones Global Real Estate ETF RWO Global Real Estate

Vanguard Global ex-US Real Est ETF VNQI Global Real Estate

iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF IEF Long Government

iShares 10-20 Year Treasury Bond ETF TLH Long Government

iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF TLT Long Government

iShares 3-7 Year Treasury Bond ETF IEI Intermediate Gov’t

iShares US Treasury Bond ETF GOVT Intermediate Gov’t

iShares 1-3 Year Treasury Bond ETF SHY Short Government

FlexShares iBoxx 3Yr Target Dur TIPS ETF TDTT Infltn-Protected Bnd

PIMCO 1-5 Year US TIPS ETF STPZ Infltn-Protected Bnd

iShares Intermediate Govt/Crdt Bd ETF GVI Infltn-Protected Bnd

WisdomTree Barclays YldEnh US AggtBd ETF AGGY Infltn-Protected Bnd

iShares 1-3 Year Credit Bond ETF CSJ Short-Term Bond

SPDR® Portfolio Short Term Corp Bd ETF SPSB Short-Term Bond

iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF SHV Ultrashort Bond

iShares iBoxx $ Invmt Grade Corp Bd ETF LQD Corporate Bond

iShares 10+ Year Credit Bond ETF CLY Corporate Bond

iShares Intermediate Credit Bond ETF CIU Corporate Bond

iShares US Credit Bond ETF CRED Corporate Bond

iShares JP Morgan USD Em Mkts Bd ETF EMB Emerging Mkts Bnd

PowerShares National AMT-Free MuniBd ETF PZA Muni National Long

SPDR® Nuveen Blmbg Barclays Muni Bd ETF TFI Muni National Long

iShares National Muni Bond ETF MUB Muni Nat’l Interm

iShares Short-Term National Muni Bd ETF SUB Muni Nat’l Short

SPDR® Nuveen Blmbg Barclys ST MunBd ETF SHM Muni Nat’l Short

PowerShares FTSE RAFI Dev Mkts ex-US ETF PXF Foreign Large Value

Schwab Fundamental Intl Lg Co ETF FNDF Foreign Large Value

Vanguard Intl Hi Div Yld Idx ETF VYMI Foreign Large Value

iShares Currency Hedged MSCI EAFE ETF HEFA Foreign Large Blend

iShares MSCI ACWI ex US ETF ACWX Foreign Large Blend

iShares MSCI EAFE ETF EFA Foreign Large Blend

Morningstar Medalist ETFS:  ´

Name Ticker Morningstar Category

SPDR® MSCI ACWI ex-US ETF CWI Foreign Large Blend

SPDR® Portfolio World ex-US ETF SPDW Foreign Large Blend

Xtrackers MSCI EAFE Hedged Equity ETF DBEF Foreign Large Blend

Vanguard Intl Div Apprec ETF VIGI Foreign Lrg Growth

WisdomTree Intl Hdgd Qual Div Gr ETF IHDG Foreign Lrg Growth

iShares MSCI EAFE Small-Cap ETF SCZ Frgn Sm/Mid Blend

iShares Global 100 ETF IOO World Large Stock

iShares MSCI ACWI ETF ACWI World Large Stock

iShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF IEMG Diversfd Emrg Mkts

Schwab Emerging Markets Equity ETF™ SCHE Diversfd Emrg Mkts

Vanguard FTSE Emerging Markets ETF VWO Diversfd Emrg Mkts

Vanguard FTSE Pacific ETF VPL Diversfd Pacific/Asia

iShares Currency Hedged MSCI Eurozn ETF HEZU Europe Stock

iShares MSCI Eurozone ETF EZU Europe Stock

Xtrackers MSCI Europe Hedged Equity ETF DBEU Europe Stock

iShares Currency Hedged MSCI Japan ETF HEWJ Japan Stock

iShares MSCI Japan ETF EWJ Japan Stock

Xtrackers MSCI Japan Hedged Equity ETF DBJP Japan Stock
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Many sponsors of exchange-traded products take  
an approach to product development that amounts  
to throwing spaghetti against the wall to see  
what sticks. Let’s examine the common character-
isics shared by shuttered Exchange-Traded Products  
(ETPs). Keeping an eye out for these attributes when 
selecting from the ETP menu should help investors 
avoid playing the role of the wall.

Dodging the duds is important. The spaghetti will 
keep flying, and there can be costly consequences for 
investors in funds that are closed, including potential 
tax implications and the prospective loss of exposure 
to a fund’s underlying securities.

In searching Morningstar’s database for all ETPs  
that have ever been wound down as of the end of 
October 2017, four common themes are apparent:

1 |  Exposure matters. Many failed products just 
weren’t useful to the average investor. AirShares  
EU Carbon Allowances? Health-Shares Dermatology  
& Wound Care? Funds like these had little to offer  
in the context of a sensibly diversified portfolio.  
If a fund sounds like it was set up to capitalize on  
a passing trend that is more fit as fodder for a pop 
culture magazine than as the basis of an investment 
strategy with lasting merit, it probably won’t be 
around long.

2 |  Structure matters. Exchange-traded notes and 
leveraged and inverse products feature prominently 
in the ETP graveyard. Many ETN sponsors have  
fallen out of love with offering structured products to 
retail investors in an exchange-traded format, as the 
economics of doing so have turned against them. 

ProShares and Direxion, the two largest providers  
of leveraged and inverse ETFs, flung a lot of pasta  
at the wall back in the day, offering up ways for 
investors to go 3 times long Latin America or “ultra-
short” the Russell 2000 Growth Index. Much of it 
failed to stick.

3 |  Fees matter. The median annual report net 
expense ratio for the 704 liquidated ETPs was  
0.65%. The median across the nearly 2,100 ETPs in 
existence today is 0.50%, and the vast majority  
of investors’ money is invested in funds that charge  
a small fraction of that. The asset-weighted expense 
ratio among this group was 0.23% as of the end of 
October 2017. Pricey funds are more likely to perish.

4 |  Sponsors matter. Different firms have different 
approaches to product development. Some are  
more thoughtful than others. Many sponsors have 
shuttered dozens of ETPs. Others, like Vanguard, have 
never closed one.

It’s worth noting that of the 704 dead ETPs, 
just 26 had more than $100 million in assets when 
they were closed. Of those 26, 11 were target-matu-
rity bond ETFs that were liquidated upon maturity. 
Using $100 million in assets under management  
as a threshold for gauging the long-run viability of a 
fund is a decent starting point. (As of Oct. 31, 2017, 
there were 1,076 ETPs that had AUM of less than 
$100 million.) A little bit of diligence will go a long 
way toward avoiding a dud. K

The Common Characteristics of Failed 
Exchange-Traded Products
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Exchange-traded funds have a reputation for tax effi-
ciency. However, if you operate on this snippet of 
common wisdom without understanding why, when, 
and how ETFs are tax-efficient, you’re liable to get a 
punch to the gut from a bigger-than-expected tax bill.

Let’s get the biggest myth out of the way: ETFs are not 
a magical tax-avoidance tool. If you sell an ETF whose 
share price has gone up since you bought it, you’re on 
the hook for capital gains taxes. If the ETF distributes 
a dividend, you’re on the hook for ordinary income or 
qualified dividend taxes. If the ETF sells its holdings at 
a profit, you are on the hook for taxes when the ETF 
distributes those capital gains at the end of the year.

What many ETFs are really good at is avoiding capital 
gains distributions at year-end. The same can be  
said of plenty of traditional mutual funds. All they have 
to do is avoid churning their portfolios, aggressively 
realize losses, and when selling shares select the ones 
with the highest cost bases. Indeed, ETFs are largely 
tax-efficient for the same reasons traditional mutual 
funds are. It’s more accurate to say ETFs are tax  
skinflints because they engage in low-turnover, tax-
aware investing.

ETFs do enjoy a kicker. Many only create or redeem 
shares in kind, and only with specially designated 
institutions called authorized participants. In an 
in-kind transaction, the ETF exchanges ETF shares  
for a basket of shares of the ETF’s underlying hold-ings 
or vice versa. It is not a taxable event. Moreover, the 
ETF can select the lowest-cost-basis shares, ridding 
itself of unrealized capital gains. Traditional mutual 
funds can do in-kind redemptions, too, but they 
reserve the process for large transactions.

ETFs only conduct in-kind transfers when meeting 
share creations or redemptions. When an ETF changes 
its composition, as opposed to asset size, it must 
trade securities on secondary markets like any other 
mutual fund and realize capital gains and losses.

Some mistakenly believe ETFs completely avoid capital 
gains distributions. While many ETFs are virgins in 
this regard, there’s no guarantee this will always be 
the case. There are three simple criteria for predict-ing 
how likely an ETF is to distribute capital gains.

 1  Embedded capital gains or losses. The tech bust  
 and the financial crisis gave equity ETFs ample  
 opportunities to “harvest” capital losses and carry  
 them forward, offsetting future capital gains. This  
 buffer is running low after a five-year bull market.

 2  Turnover. Higher turnover usually means more  
 realized capital gains.

 3  Use of in-kind redemptions. If an ETF experiences  
 strong inflows throughout the year, it may not  
 have enough opportunities to purge itself of low- 
 cost-basis shares through in-kind redemptions.

Broad equity ETFs generally have not distributed cap-
ital gains. Bond funds and leveraged funds regularly 
make distributions, because they must regularly turn 
over their holdings. Some international funds are 
unable to purge low-cost-basis shares through in-kind 
redemptions, and those have occasionally distributed 
big capital gains. K

The Truth About ETF Tax Efficiency
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When the private sector experiences one of its 
episodes of innovative fever, plenty of dumb ideas are 
floated. The exchange-traded fund market, the locus of 
innovation in the fund world today, is no exception.

Here are some of them.

Leveraged ETFs
These beauties promise some multiple of the daily 
return of an index. They’ve also destroyed billions of 
dollars of investors’ hard-earned capital. They are to 
ETFs what airlines have been to stocks. Naïve investors 
mistakenly believe these funds offer some multi-ple of 
a return over periods longer than a day. Volatility drag 
ensures this is rarely true over the long run.

The easiest way to explain it is to walk through some 
examples. Let’s say the S&P 500 returns 10% one  
day and loses 10% the next. What’s the S&P 500’s 
total percentage change over those two days? An 
intuitive and dead-wrong answer is 0%. The correct 
answer is negative 1%. A simple way to think about  
it is to imagine $100 invested in the S&P 500. It goes 
up 10%, or $10, to $110. Then it loses 10%—or $11 
—and now it’s down to $99.

Let’s say over those same two days you invested $100 
in a triple-leveraged S&P 500 fund that offers 3 times 
the index’s daily return. What would you expect to be 
your total percent return at the end of the period? 
Many investors imagine they’d receive negative 3%—
or 3 times the total loss over those two days. Let’s 
walk through the math. On day one your $100 grows 
30% to $130. On day two it loses 30%, or $39, to  
end at $91. Instead of losing 1%, triple daily leverage 
lost you 9 times that!

Now you know why so many leveraged ETFs have lost 
a ton of money.

Exchange-traded notes
You may not know it, but mutual fund investors are 
treated with kid gloves. Tomes of lawyerly prose  
are dedicated to making sure investors have a fair 
shake. Ambitious attorneys general are happy to 
burnish their careers by suing wrong-doing mutual 
fund companies. Exchange-traded notes aren’t as 
well-policed. They are debt securities issued by  
financial institutions. You should not presume you 
have the same rights as a mutual fund investor.

An ETN investor is a counterparty, not a client; the 
relationship is adversarial. The highly sophisticated 
banks that issue ETNs set up the terms in their favor. 
They can often redeem or halt new issuance at will. 
They often calculate the benchmark. They might  
even be issuing the note specifically to bet against it. 
While ETNs may have tax advantages over ETFs, as is 
the case with those offering exposure to MLPs, its 
probably best for most investors steer clear of this  
lot entirely.

MLP ETFs 
ETFs that outright own master limited partnerships 
get taxed as C corporations, introducing another layer 
of taxes. You’re better off owning the MLPs directly  
or through (gulp!) an exchange-traded note like JP- 
Morgan Alerian MLP Index AMJ. Diversification, in 
this case, is overrated. A basket of four or five care-
fully chosen MLPs is better than an MLP fund. 

ETF “Innovations” to Avoid
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High-Cost Actively Managed ETFs
The most popular ETFs are dirt-cheap. That’s really 
their main benefit. Yet some providers have launched 
actively managed ETFs with gaudy expense ratios. 
Given two identical actively managed funds, one an 
ETF and the other a traditional mutual fund, the  
mutual fund is often the better choice for the typical 
investor. There’s no transaction fee in getting in or out, 
and the manager is able to hide his trades, avoiding 
front-running. K
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Authorized Participant
An institution chosen by an exchange-traded fund 
sponsor to undertake the responsibility of obtaining 
the underlying assets needed to create or redeem  
ETF shares. 

Bid-Ask Spread
The difference in price between the highest price that 
a buyer is willing to pay for an asset (the bid) and  
the lowest price for which a seller is willing to sell it 
(the ask).

Creation Unit
The smallest block of ETF shares that can be bought  
or sold from the fund company at net asset value; 
usually a multiple of 50,000.

Creation/Redemption Mechanism
The process by which ETF shares are created or 
redeemed. Unlike traditional mutual funds, ETFs do 
not deal directly with the end investor. Rather, they 
rely on specially designated institutions to create or 
redeem shares in big blocks called creation units, 
usually in-kind. Creations and redemptions are con-
ducted at the end of each trading day, allowing an 
ETF’s share count to expand or shrink.

Front Running 
The practice of buying or selling an asset in anticipa-
tion of buying or selling by another investor. When 
performed by brokers to take advantage of clients, it is 
illegal. When performed by traders in anticipation of 
forced buying or selling by index funds, it is legal—
indeed, rational.
 

Intraday Indicative Value (IIV)
An estimate of an ETF’s net asset value calculated and 
transmitted every 15 seconds throughout a trading 
day. It can often be found by appending “.IV” to an 
ETF’s ticker symbol.

Liquidity
The ease with which an asset can be traded without 
affecting its price and with minimum loss in value.

Market Impact
The price movement in an asset induced by buy- 
ing or selling. It is a hidden cost, just as real as  
a commission.
 
Market Maker
A firm that quotes both bid and ask prices for an asset, 

“making a market” for it. Most market makers are high-
frequency traders.

Glossary of Important Terms
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